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Pintura 77, 1963 - 1965
Wood, plastic paint, oil paints, household dust, baking soda and other additives, 91,75 x 61,5 cm 
Unique
IVM/P 3

Pintura 78, 1963-1965
Wood, plastic paint, oil paints, household dust, baking soda and other additives, 79,7 x 55,5 cm 
Unique
IVM/P 2

….........

Paintings that belong to a series of which only 77 and 78 remain. Work corresponding to the beginning of the artist's career as a painter in the field of objective art, constructivist and
rational art.

According to the artist: “My work, then, was fully constructive and rational. Many of my paintings were made up of two parts that were, in themselves, a continuation of the other.
And, at the height of this rationalism, another part of the works included the process or story in a single piece (understanding the word in its strict sense, not in the "artistic" one,
generally, making use of relief and indentation).



Pintura 77, 1963 - 1965
Wood, plastic paint, oil paints, household dust, baking soda and other additives 
91,75 x 61,5 cm.



Pintura 77, 1963 - 1965 
(details)



Pintura 77, 1963 - 1965 
(details)



Pintura 78, 1963-1965 
Wood, plastic paint, oil paints, household dust, baking soda and other additives 
79,7 x 55,5 cm



Pintura 78, 1963-1965 (details)



El libro transparente, 1970
IVM/AB 3
Book: tranferred letters on transparent plastic sheets, 68 pages, 21,5 x 16 cm. Ed. 100
Poster published on the occasion of the book presentation at the Seiquer gallery during his solo exhibition A continuación (A story in twelve days, places, sounds, words), Madrid, 
1970, 34 x 49,5 cm
1 heliographic copy of the original for the poster 21 x 29,7 cm
3 typewritten pages with text on the book, 29,7 x 21 cm. Unique original
14 typewritten pages of the book's text, 29,7 x 21 cm. Unique original

….........

One of the most unique books made in Spain in the last 50 years. Book composed of 68 acetate pages in which a certain number of words of the Spanish language are transformed by
substituting the letters that compose them in the company of words that do not exist in the language.

Text by I. Valcárcel Medina: This is basically a book about the Spanish language. The fact that most of its words do not belong to the heritage of this language does not mean anything 
against the principle. Although some groups of letters break certain rules in their construction, I will try to ensure that they are never "impossible" for Castilian prosody. Phonetics has
been the fundamental mobile in the construction of words. Likewise, the syntax of the lines has been subjected to it. The spelling has been the second reason that justifies the 
specific composition of the words. Needless to say, they are meaningless. The chapters comprise complete cycles of the fundamental thread of the book; and within them, the lines 
of each cycle are ordered alphabetically according to their first letters. The location of the spaces does not necessarily prejudge the limit of the words or the pauses in the reading. 
The initial quote belongs to the book ""Ejercicios de castellano " by Azorín..........END.

El idioma transparente, 1995
Digitized audio from recording of the year 1995 (mp3 and wav format). Lenght: 20 min.
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each.
Original cover for the cassette that was never published, tracing paper, colored pencil, ink, typed text and transferred letters on paper, 30 x 10 cm
Unique
IVM/SW 1

….........

In 1995 an adaptation of the book El libro transparente with the title of El idioma transparente was broadcasted through Radio Fontana Mix of the Faculty of Fine Arts of Cuenca. 
Speakers included: Isidoro Valcárcel Medina, Fátima Fernández, Patricia García, Jacobo Huertas and Javier Ariza.



El   libro transparente, 1970
Book: tranferred letters on transparent plastic sheets, 68 pages 
21,5 x 16 cm. Ed. 100



El libro transparente, 1970
3 typewritten pages on the book
29,7 x 21 cm each 



El  libro transparente, 1970
14 typewritten pages of the book's text
29,7 x 21 cm each



El libro transparente, 1970
14 typewritten pages of the book's text 
29,7 x 21 cm each



El  libro transparente, 1970
14 typewritten pages of the book's text 
29,7 x 21 cm each 



El libro transparente, 1970
Poster published on the occasion of the book presentation at the Seiquer gallery during his solo exhibition A continuación (A story in twelve days, places, sounds, words), Madrid, 1970
34 x 49,5 cm



El  libro transparente, 1970 
Poster. Detail



El  libro transparente, 1970
Heliographic copy of the original for the poster 
21 x 29,7 cm



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original score, five parts, each part, 8 typewritten pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each



El idioma transparente, 1995
Original cover for the cassette that was never published, tracing paper, colored pencil, ink, typed text and transferred letters on paper, 30 x 10 cm



Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende I), 1973 
Blueprint, 59 x 85 cm
Signed and dated recto
IVM/W 14

….........

The work consists of a list of words formed with the permutations and alterations of the letters that make up the name Allende. Permuting means here, change places, change the 
elements of a group, forming new groups, exhausting all possible combinations.

The artist identifies each group of "words" in various types of combinations: impossible permutations in the Castilian language, possible permutations that do not exist in the 
Castilian language, and possible permutations. The only possible combination with meaning is the word Allende itself.

Here, as in other works by the artist, the investigation of the word is linked to invention, irony and the deconstruction of meanings.

Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende II), 1974
Blueprint, 59 x 85 cm
Signed and dated recto
IVM/W 15

….........

Participatory action in which the author collected signatures in homage to Chilean President Salvador Allende. The artist proposed to sign the name "Salvador Allende" to known or
unknown people who sympathized ideologically or sentimentally with the president deposed by the dictatorship that year, without identifying the signers. The artist's initial idea was
that the original work or its copies continued to circulate to receive new signatures. However, when he was invited to exhibit at the CAyC Center for Art and Communication in
Buenos Aires, a few months after the military etook the power, given its political nature, versions of this work had to be destroyed by the artist himself.



Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende I), 1973 
Blueprint, 59 x 85 cm



Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende I), 1973 
Detail



Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende II), 1974 
Blueprint, 59 x 85 cm



Sin Título (Homenaje a Salvador Allende II), 1974 
Detail



Motores, 1973-1994
Original Score: 7 typed pages, 29.7 x 21 cm each

Invitation for the presentation of the work at the Seiquer gallery on March 11, 1974, typed sheet, 29.7 x 21 cm

Audio fragment edition, Radio Fontana Mix, University of Cuenca, cassette with cover. 21 min 5 s side A / 21 min 13 s side  B. Ed. 500. (The audio contents in the cassette is available 
as a digital file mp3 y wav., digitalized by ProjecteSD)

IVM/D-A 2

….........

Motores (Engines) is the recording on tape of the sound of the engines of two cars, one of smaller cylinder capacity, a Citroën Dyane, 1973, and a more powerfu one, a Ford Zephyr,
1954, both traveling the same route (Madrid-El Escorial) and recorded on different tracks to make simultaneous listening possible. The journeys were made on different days, Isidoro
Valcárcel was driving, while his son held the tape recorder to get the engines' sound.

The sound recordind comes with a score, copied from the descriptive table that the MOPU elaborated back then for each road in Spain, where the details of the route inclination or
the curves (with their turning radius towards the right or the left) were noted every 100 meters. When listening to the sound, the audience could, theoretically, "follow" the music
that the score contains, and through the gear changes, the higher or lower speed of the revolution of both engines, or the noise of the tyres, tell the exact kilometer point to which
the sound orresponds at all times.

In the words of Valcárcel Medina: “In this work the noise of a car is captured while driving on the road, of which we can see the technical details, but not the landscape. When
traveling, people often "enjoy” the landscape; here they would have to make an effort to "see" it. We generally cope with the noise while driving, here it would be necessary to
"listen" to it.

The original audio recording of the work is not found. In 1994 the Sound Workshop of the Faculty of Fine Arts of Cuenca edited and published through Radio Fontana Mix a fragment
of the work in cassette format.



Motores, 1973-1994
Original Score: 7 typed pages, 29.7 x 21 cm each



Motores, 1973-1994
Invitation for the presentation of the work at the Seiquer gallery on March 11, 1974, typed sheet, 29.7 x 21 cm



Motores, 1973-1994
Audio fragment edition, Radio Fontana Mix, University of Cuenca, cassette with cover. 21 min 5 s side A / 21 min 13 s side  B. Ed. 500



Relojes, 1973
365 photographs in box, urban action, 9,7 x 9,7 x 6 cm 
Unlimited edition
IVM/PH 2

….........

Book-box with no words of 365 photographs taken daily during on whole year of some street clock-calendars in the city of Madrid.



Relojes, 1973
365 photographs in box, urban action 9,7 x 9,7 x 6 cm.



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974
Typewritten report of 8 pages, 20,5 x 32 cm each; 4 plans, ink on tracing paper: 3 of 84 x 84 cm and one of 39,5 x 43 cm 
Plan 1 Ejer. A,B,J – 84 x 84 cm; Plan 2 Ejer. C, F – 84 x 84 cm; Plan 3 Ejer. DEK ~ GH – 84 x 84 cm; Plan 4 Ejer. 1 – 39,5 x 43 cm 
Unique
IVM/W 10

….........

In 1974, between November 27 and 30, the artist carried out a series of actions or exercises inthe city of Córdoba that were the first example of what Valcárcel Medina called
“sociological art”. The work was not intended to be a sociological study, but to be an action "in situ", an approach to the urban and inhabited space. The first thing he did was a
systematic study of the urban fabric by drawing plans taken from a tourist guide. The representations that the plans make of reality are usually reductive, and in turn produce another
reality that is superimposed on the real one. Once the artist understood this reality, he proposed to contrast it with activitiesin the field, first individually, checking the differences
between representation and what is represented, and then requiring the voluntary collaboration of the citizens of Córdoba.

The 12 exercises were based on the systematic study of an extension of 2,656 square kilometers, and around 300 streets and squares, following different routes and at different times
of the morning.

One of the exercises that involved the citizens consisted of asking people about what place in Córdoba should be visited. “I asked a passer-by on Calle Armas what he would advised
me to visit in this city, stating that I only had time to go to one place,” says Valcárcel Medina in his study. The result was that, in the order of the most mentioned places, the citizens
directed him towards the Mosque, Alcázar, Museo Taurino, Museo de Arte Cordobés. Once he added to the former question, that they could also refer to not only monuments,
(streets, entertainment, people, shops…), he obtained answers sucha as  “There is nothing remarkable”, “the whole city”, Mosque, monument to Manolete, Jewish quartier, Los
patios, Las Tendillas, among others. 

In another exercise, a tourist guided visit to Córdoba was carried out. A guide was hired for it and the author wrote down the complete list of all the names used by the guide during
the explanations. There were names used such as Paris, Rome, Athens, Salamanca, Granada, Seville, Burgos, Mecca, Baghdad, Aristotle, Palomino, Duke Cornejo, Julio Romero de
Torres, Juan de Mena, Averroes, Nero, Abderramán, Hixen, Almarzor , Lizard, Guerrita, Cordobés, Santa Teresa, San Mateo, La Virgen…. And so on up to sixty-three. During the
exercise Isidoro Valcárcel also took measurements with the following results: number of orange trees in the courtyard of the Mosque: 97; urn of the custody in the Treasury, 14 cm
each side; Saint John the Baptist, 36 cm high; Collini's chalice, 29 cm high... and even measures the painting "La Piconera" by Romero de Torres, 130 x 76 cm or the pedestal of
Maimonides, 115 x 93 x 114.

The artist approached a number of people, ensuring that “in each exercise they were sufficiently diverse from each other, in terms of age, sex and social status and apparent cultural
level. Only two people refused to answer; and one initially believed that he was teasing her. The security guard at the Romero de Torres Museum interrupted and prohibited the
measurement of the paintings, alleging that there were books for sale with those measurements.” Each citizen who collaborated in the study was given a card with the following text:
“Souvenir of my collaboration in the work measurement of the City of Córdoba, by Valcárcel Medina, carried out on the 27th, 28th, 29th and 30th of November 1974”.



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974
Typewritten report of 8 pages, 20,5 x 32 cm each



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974
Typewritten report of 8 pages, 20,5 x 32 cm each



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974
Typewritten report of 8 pages, 20,5 x 32 cm each



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974
Typewritten report of 8 pages, 20,5 x 32 cm each



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 1 Ejer. A,B,J – 84 x 84 cm



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 1 Ejer. A,B,J – 84 x 84 cm (details)



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 2 Ejer. C, F – 84 x 84 cm



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 2 Ejer. C, F – 84 x 84 cm (details)



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 3 Ejer. DEK ~ GH – 84 x 84 cm



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 3 Ejer. DEK ~ GH – 84 x 84 cm (details)



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 4 Ejer. 1 – 39,5 x 43 cm



12 ejercicios de medición sobre la ciudad de Córdoba, 1974 
Plan 4 Ejer. 1 – 39,5 x 43 cm (details)



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm; Two typed texts, 1 of 29,7 x 
21, 5cm and another of 10,6 x 15,6 cm.
Unique
IVM/PH 1

….........

Urban action that consisted of proposing to anyone who would visit the gallery where the work was presented, Studio Levi, to walk around the city of Madrid as an advertisement-
man with an personal message written on a board that the person had to carry on their shoulders.

In addition to Valcárcel himself, there were other advertisement-men, few, who carried behind their backs messages clearly determined by the historical moment, so there were
those who proclaimed the word "Amnesty", or who made calls for awareness such as "What do you think of the advertisement-men? Nothing!? You don't think anything? Please
think."
The work was presented for the first time at Studio Levi gallery in Madrid. What remains of the action is the 10 photographs of Isidoro Valcárcel Medina as a advertisement-man and
two texts by the author himself. The photographs were made by the Studio Levi gallery team.



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Typewritten text, 10,6 x 15,6 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Typewritem text, 1 of 29,7 x 21, 5 cm (1 page, recto/ verso)



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



Hombres anuncio, 1976
Documentation of the action carried out in 1976. Set of 10 photographs, gelatin silver prints, 8 of ca. 20,5 x 25 cm, 1 of ca. 17,7 x 12,7cm; 1 13,9 x 9 cm



La Chuleta, 1991
Text on paper, offset print, rubber band, 96,5 x 5 cm 
Unlimited edition
IVM/W 3/2

….........

Hand-written text in tiny characters on a narrow strip of paper which, like the classic device used by cheating students, is rolled up tight at top and bottom; the rolled ends are held
together with an elastic band, thus enabling the reader to turn them with just one hand as he advances through the text. The text consists of a general discussion of art in which
Valcárcel Medina expounds the approach he has been testing out through his practice for over half a century.



La Chuleta, 1991
Text on paper, offset print, rubber band 96,5 x 5 cm. 



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992
Four drawings, pencil, colored pencil and ink on paper 
Measures with frame: 62 x 68,5 x 2,7 cm
Unique
IVM/W 11

….........

Four graphic scores, one page each on texts by Azorín, Pedro Salinas, Gabriel García Márquez and Alain Robbe-Grillet. 



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992
Four drawings, pencil, colored pencil and ink on paper
Framed: 62 x 68,5 x 2,7 cm



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992
Detail



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992 
Detail



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992 
Detail



Cuatro poemas sonoros, 1992 
Detail



Viaje a las capitales desconocidas, 1993
Urban action. Thirteen posted envelopes in various sizes: 22,7 x 28,9 cm; 21,5 x 26,8 cm; 20,9 x 26,3 cm; 19,6 x 25 cm; 18,7 x 24 cm; 17,8 x 23,1 cm; 16,7 x 22 cm; 15,8 x 21 cm; 14,6 
x 20,1 cm;  13,7 x 19,1 cm; 13 x 18,5 cm; 11,2 x 17,3 cm; 10,7 x 16,4 cm. Typewritten text: 8,2 x 14,7 cm.
Unique
IVM/DOC 4

….........

The action consisted of a journey of several days to visit the thirteen Spanish province main cities where the author had never been before: Valladolid, Vitoria, Bilbao, San Sebastián,
Logroño, Gerona, Tarragona, Albacete, Jaén, Huelva, Badajoz y Ciudad Real. His stay in each city, which varied greatly, was determined by the time he had to wait to get a letter that
he sent to himself to a post office in the visiting city, from the previous departure location and which contained all the previous envelopes inside.

The public presentation of this action consisted of a performance that took place at Espacio "P" in Madrid. The artist announced that on that same day he had received an envelope
from the last city he had visited, which in turn contained a smaller closed envelope, a transport ticket indicating the route and a postcard of the city. After tearing up the ticket and
the postcard, he would again indicate the details of the sealed envelope and proceed to open it, finding another ticket and another postcard inside...; he would repeat the operation
described above successively, until the story of his journeyt concluded.

Thirteen envelopes and a small typewritten text with the title remain of this action. All the postcards and tickets were destroyed during the performance.



Viaje  a las capitales desconicidas, 1993
Typewritten text, 8,2 x 14,7 cm



Viaje  a las capitales desconocidas, 1993
Thirteen posted envelopes in various sizes: 22,7 x 28,9 cm; 21,5 x 26,8 cm; 20,9 x 26,3 cm; 19,6 x 25 cm; 18,7 x 24 cm; 17,8 x 23,1 cm; 16,7 x 22 cm; 15,8 x 21 cm; 14,6 x 20,1 cm;  
13,7 x 19,1 cm; 13 x 18,5 cm; 11,2 x 17,3 cm; 10,7 x 16,4 cm



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Four tywritten scripts, each containing 5 pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each
Digital sound (format mp3 and wav). Lenght 52 min 25". Original recording made in the Sound Laboratory of the Faculty of Fine Arts of Cuenca.

IVM/D-A 4

….........

For those of a certain generation there is no more conclusive phrase than "the radio has said it", not even "they have said it on the radio". The speakers in front of a microphone have
(or had) a guarantee of credibility. So let's talk on the radio and let our words pick up like a kind of codex.

There are no speakers, but participants and from that, let's release the ideas, even so to make them repetitive. The important thing or, better, what counts is what the radio says.

(Note by Isidoro Valcárcel Medina, June, 2021).



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Four tywritten scripts, each 5 pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each
Dialogue 1



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Details dialogue 1



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Four tywritten scripts, each 5 pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each 
Dialogue 2



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Four tywritten scripts, each 5 pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each 
Dialogue 3



Cuatro diálogos radiofónicos, 1995
Four tywritten scripts, each 5 pages, 29,7 x 21 cm each 
Dialogue 4 



Otro mundo, 2001
Ink on paper, 134,7 x 134,7 cm 
Unique
IVM/W 12

….........

World map where our globe is represented in a square that contains each one of the surfaces of the countries represented in squares drawn to scale. Around the central square, the
oceans are also represented. On the edges of the paper the names of the countries and their surfaces and the scale used are indicated. 



Otro mundo, 2001
Ink on paper, 134,7 x 134,7 cm.



Otro mundo, 2001 
Detail



Otro mundo, 2001 
Detail



Otro mundo, 2001 
Detail



2.000 d. de J.C., 2001
3 volumes bound in hardcover and cloth, numbered, 21 × 16,5 x 9 
cm Ed. 1000. Publisher: Entreascuas, Madrid
IVM/AB 4

….........

During five years of work, the artist traces a journey through twenty centuries of history through bland, inconsequential, but real events, through which we are reminded of the
importance of small things. The 2,224 pages are divided into three volumes that include the years 1 to 1000, 1001 to 2000 and a small volume with the thematic, onomastic,
toponymic indexes and the bibliography. In an attempt that he himself has branded as "dignifying history", Valcárcel dedicates each of the pages of the book to a year of the series,
and narrates some event of that year through which the nature of man is discussed, love, art, politics, society, always starting from a real event that happened that year, rescued in an
investigation of libraries and archives, especially in the Center for Historical Studies of the CSIC. The artist rescues in each of the stories unknown facts and characters that are left in
the background, turning the anonymous into close ones.



2.000       d. de J.C. 2001
3 volumes bound in hardcover and cloth, 21 ×16,5 x 9 cm.



Homo politicus. Homo simplicissimus, 2001 
Ink on tracing paper
Two parts: 105 x 40 cm each
Unique
IVM/D 3

….........

Two drawings facing each other show the figure of two walking men. The first one goes from left to right and the second one is the inverted reflection of the former, going from right 
to left. The profile in both figures is identical and the only noticeable difference is determined by the direction followed in each case. However, this apparent opposition is diluted 
when, once the two drawings are installed, it is observed that both men are going with a similar determination to same direction. (Text by David Pérez).



Homo politicus. Homo simplicissimus, 2001 
 Ink on tracing paper
Two parts: 105 x 40 cm each



Homo politicus. Homo simplicissimus, 2001 
Details



89 contrahuellas y un apéndice, 2002
Drawing. White ink on black paper, 17,237 X 0,40 m 
Unique
IVM/W 9

….........

1:1 scale drawing with the exact measurements of height and angle of each of the vertical part of the steps of the staircase in the artist's former house, located on the fifth floor in a 
central Madrid neighborhood. Together with the objective variables, the author introduces, through shades of gray, an indication of the physical state in which he is during his ascent 
on each of the steps.



89 contrahuellas y un apéndice, 2002
Dibujo. White ink on black paper 17,237 X 0,40 m



89 contrahuellas y un apéndice, 2002 
Details



Obra póstuma, 1999 - 2003
Ink on tracing paper, 87,5 x 129,5 cm 
Unique
IVM/D 5

….........

During the months of October, November and December 1999, the author carried out, for purely monetary reasons, a job of locating premises destined for the installation of new
businesses. The work was carried out in various neighbourhoods of Madrid and the number of spaces located was more than 7,000.

In the words of I. Valcárcel: In 2003, I understood the artistic character of that vast urban displacement, so similar to various activities of mine from so many times! So I decided to
add it to the inventory of my works. That is why the work is entitled Posthumous Work and why its date is 1999 and 2003, as I was not able to be sure to which year the authorship
would most rightfully correspond.



Obra póstuma, 1999 - 2003
Ink on tracing paper 87,5 x 129,5 cm



Obra póstuma, 1999 - 2003 
Detail



Obra póstuma, 1999 - 2003 
Detail



Patronajes para obras de arte, 2004
Cardboard box with 34 cartons with printed texts, various measures 
Box measure: ca. 25 x 60 x 40 cm
Unique
IVM/I 4

….........

Work that consists of a cardboard box containing 34 cards, the "patterns", each with several statements to make a possible work of art. One of the cards reads:

SOME ROTUND OBJECT...WITH A HALO.
FROM BEHIND, A SEAMLESS BACKGROUND.
GIVE THE SENSATION OF A COMPENSATED GRAVITATION.
SHOW HOW A SINGLE THEME CAN CREATE DIFFERENT POINTS OF COMPENSATED ATTENTION.
THE PASSING BY HAS TO APPEAR IN AN OVERLAPPED, BUT NECESSARY WAY.
THAT IS, SPACE, BUT ALSO TIME.



Patronajes para obras de arte, 2004
Cardboard box with 34 cartons with printed texts, various measures. Box measures: ca. 25 x 60 x 40 cm. 



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016
6 drawings, ink on tracing paper, 125 x 55 cm each 
Unique
IVM/D 4

….........

Set of drawings on which a series of words that are common to both languages, Spanish and Portuguese, are drawn or written all along the border line between Spain and Portugal.
There are six drawings, each dedicated to words that begin with different letters of the alphabet, ordered from A to Z. In blue ink the one that corresponds to Portuguese, in black ink
the one that corresponds to Spanish.

The work gave the title to the exhibition that the author had at the Culturgest art center in Lisbon in 2016. The exhibition brought togethera series of works that questioned the
notion  of  the  border,  more  precisely  the  geographical  border  between  Portugal  and  Spain,  as  a  political  and  cultural  construct  that  shapes  us  as  individuals.



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016
6 drawings, ink on tracing paper 125 x 55 cm each

Photo: Culturgest, Lisboa, 2016



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016 
Drawings 1 and 2



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016 
Drawings 3 and 4



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016 
Drawings 5 and 6



Grafismos de Frontera, 2016 
Detail



Dentro de las normas, 2017
Handwritten text on paper, 11 parts. Overall size: ca. 150 x 125cm
Unique
IVM/W 13

Work on paper that is made up of paper cutouts of different sizes, all arranged in a pendulum manner and held only by one point. Fragments of a text can be read on each piece of 
paper, which at the same time is partially covered by black spots drawn on the paper itself or by other cutouts that are placed on top of it and prevent it from being read. If the 
viewers move the cutouts, they can read what is above or below, but this is undoubtedly an awkward task. The complete text, written by Valcárcel Medina, is a dissertation on the DIN 
A norms and, based on this convention on the measurements and cuts of paper, on the norms of art.

"Acting within the norms offers comfort and boredom. These norms in particular are the DIN A, those by which the papers are cut, they say. Once this detail is clarified, it is easy to 
see that, even remaining in them, on can deviate and adapt to circumstances that are not subject to it. The main commitment of creation is precisely to respect forms and transgress 
backgrounds." (Isidoro Valcárcel Medina).



Dentro de las normas, 2017 
Detail



Media hora en la media noche, 2022
Ink, transferred letters and color pencil on paper, 78 x 49,5 cm 
Digital audio (mp3, wav), ca. 30 min.
Unique
IVM/D-A 1

….........

Media hora en la media noche (Half an hour at midnight) consists of a sound work and a drawing as an audio score.

The artist recorded the environmental noise of his street for half an hour, after midnight. Valcárcel Medina lives in the heart of Madrid, in El Barrio de las Letras, a very busy area at
night. Overlapped to this noise (not necessarily pleasant to the ear) we hear the voice of the artist who utters various phrases in relation to the possible measurement of 30 minutes.
In the background we can also hear a third layer of sound, a series of repetitive strokes that are difficult to guess what they come from. In the drawing or score, these doubts are
cleared up, although not explicitly. On one side of the drawing there is a scale or ruler on which several numbers from 1 to 30 are written. On the opposite side, a darker area of
geometric shape, seems to be "the night". Drawn tapping with the tip of the pen, this very process and its noise explain the banging in the final soundtrack.



Media hora en la media noche, 2022
Ink, transferred letters and color pencil on paper 
78 x 49,5 cm
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Detail
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